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Alumnus credits CWU with career success
· Ron Sims, former deputy HUD director and 1971 CWU grad, speaks at State of the University Address
By McKenzie Lakey
news@cwuobserver.com

One topic that most people
likely wouldn't expect to come
up during a State of the University address turned out to be
the focus of this _year's speechlove.
Keynote · speaker Ron Sims,
· CWU alumnus and former
deputy secretary of the U.S. De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development, openly described his experiences and love
of CWU to more than 250 students, staff and faculty members
at the State of the University
address last Thursday, Feb. 16.
Sims even went as far · as to
speak about the ~rst time he fell .
in love, an experience he had
while still a student on campus.
"The first time you ever fall

SHORT ON
·REPAIRS

in love is so sweet," Sims said. graduating in 1971.
'~d so, so stupid."
"I went from a lost soul as a
But Sims' love at CWU didn't • kid, a person thatdidn't want to
end with "things struggling to be read, a person that was rebelcandles and Smokey Robinson lious, a person that didn't want
worlqn' it" in his dorm room as to allow my little small, comhe tried to impress his first love.
fo rtable world to expand, to a
According to Sims, his love place that detonated called Cenof education in college was cul- tral Washington," Sims said. "I
tivated, which ultimately pro- would not have had my career
pelled him to the professional witl:iout being here."
Sims left CWU and went ·
goals he has achieved since

THE WINTER MONTHS HAVE BROUGHT OUT SOME
OF THE MORE CHALLE ....GING STRUGGLES FOR A FEW
STUDENTS WHO LIVE IN ON-CAMPUS HOUSING.
AS THE LAYERS OF COMPACT SNOW AND ICE BEGIN
TO MELT, ROOF LEAKS AND OTHER ISSUES HAVE BEGUN TO SURFACE IN GETZ-SHORT.

on to find success as the King
County· Executive before President Barack Obama asked him
to join the administration in
2009.
' Sims said he was admittedly
"star struck" when he was first
asked to join the Obama administration. His mom was equally
as proud.

- See "SOTU" page 3

Comedic relief
meets education
at Leadership
Conference
By Sarah Hoot
scene@cwuobserver.com

By Andrew Kollar
sports@cwuobserver.com
@Drew_ski94

The CWU Climbing Club·
will host its first multiple-school
competition of the year. Ropeless Rodeo will host 13 to 14 colleges with up to 140 participants
from around the area, including
University of Washington, University of Oregon and Washington State University.
Rock climbing · is a growing
sport, becoming more available
through indoor ·climbing gyms
and gaining popularity fro m
outdoor and fitness enthusiasts.
Most universities now have rock

Bertice Berry will be the featured keynote speaker for the Center of Leadership
and Community Engagement's (CLCE)
9th Annual Leadership Conference.
The theme for this conference is "The
Best You Can Be: Snapshots of Leader-·
ship, Work and Purpose" and will focus
on teaching students how to become
leaders no matter what their major is.
Berry will use her background in com:.
edy and leadership, as well as her experience dealing with social justice issues, to
emppwer CWU students.
She •has hosted . "The Bertice Berry
Show" and "USA Live" and made appearances on shows like "The _T onight
Show withjay Leno," "20/20," "Tell Me
More" and the "Oprah Winfrey Show."
Berry is also the author of several bestsellers, including her memoir "I'm On
My Way, But Your Foot Is On My Head"
and "Sckraight From the Ghetto, You
Know You're Ghetto If... "
Berry's leadership experience began
during her time as an undergraduate student atjacksonville University.
She first worked as a resident assistant
and then she worked with the dorin and
university courts. During her time at
school she noticed that there was a lack
of diversity around her campus.
"I lived in an environment where not
even 1 percent of the population was
African-American on the campus that I
went to. So we recognized that if we were
going to have our voices heard we needed to be more involved;" Berry said. "So
I began studying how to have an impact
when you are not the majority, and how
to have an impact everywhere you are
and everything you do."

walls as part of their recreation
centers, making competitions
more regular.
,
"One hundred and fifty people showed up to the one at
University of Oregon (UO) last
year and there was double that
this year," said competitor Dan
. Connelly. ·"They didn't have
enough shirts for people. they
had to cram three heats over six
or seven hours. It was crazy."
Connelly is a senior, double
majoring in psychology and sociology, and has been competing for four years with the CWU
Climbing Club.
Xander Fu / The Observer

- See "Climbing" on page 15

Josh Kowalski traverses (climbs laterally rather than up) during practice.

- See "Berry" on page ll
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EVERGREEN SCENE

Observation .

Deck
Mental health ·education
is crucial for a stronger
college community

Elizabeth Weddle, Design by Jack Lambert
Marijuana edibles, such as the brownies pictured above, will need to be labeled with the new standard sticker in order to be sold in Washington.

' Not for Kids'

Warning label now required for edibles
By Jon Olsen-Koziol
News@CWUObserver.com
Washington has taken further
precautions to prevent children
from eating marijuana edibles.
Effective Feb. 14, all marijuana
edibles have to be labeled with
a "Not for Kids" warning logo.
Edibles include anything
meant to be swallowed, such as
candy, soda or brownies.
This also applies to topicals,
which are · cannabis-infused
ointments, said Jena Eggelston,
who works at The Fire House,
an Ellensburg dispensary:
The logo has to be threefourths-inch by one~half-inch
in size anµ in clear view for the
customer on the "principle display panel," according to the
Washington State Legislature.
The principle display panel is
defined as the most prominent
or visible area on the packaging.
However, the logo can't cover
any other required information.
There are three different
ways the logo can be placed
on packaging, according to the
Washington State Legislature.
The first is digitally: The producer can incorporate the logo
into its standard packaging.
The second is to use stickers

that the processors can put on
the products.
. Last, the dispensaries can use
tape to place paper logos on
products.
The only way the logo can be
manipulated is for sizing purposes, according to the Wash- •
ington State Legislature.
These new requirements are
in response to edible scares
involving children. Sirice recreational pot sales began, the
number of emergency calls
involving children ingesting
pot has increased, reports The
Denver Post.
When pot sales began, incidents involving kids jumped
from 9 to 16 in Denver. The
numbers are still low, but an almost 50 percent increase causes
concern, The Denver Post reported.
Kittitas County also saw an
increase in emergency calls involving kids ingesting weed edibles when cannabis was legalized. In 2014 and 2015, there
were 11 calls combined. In
2016 there were 14.
Local Shops
The Green Shelf is one of
the recreational dispensary in
Ellensburg. They are letting the
processors deal with application

OBSERVER STAFF
Editor-In-Chief

McKenzie Lakey I editor@cwuobserver.com

of the logo, according to Noah
Moore, a The Green Shelf employee. They aren't carrying any
stickers in the store.
Cannabis Central, another
local dispensary, is putting stickers on current stock that doesn't
have a logo, said Kelly Rang, an
employee. They were sent 400
stickers, but need 700 more to
cover all the product in the store.
Rang said she isn't sure why
this wasn't required from the
very beginning of I-502.
"We're all for it," Rang said.
The Fire House currently
doesn't have real stickers but
is using the paper logos and
scotch tape, which can be tedious, Eggelston said.
Three brands shipped their
products to The Fire House
with the logo- already on their
packaging.
Gaga Edibles and Ethos have
digitally incorporated the logo
into their packaging, while Winterlife has put official stickers on
their packaging:
"They're on top of their stuff,"
Eggelston said.
Eggelston hopes they get official "Not for Kids" stickers
by next month to speed up the
process of getting them on the
product.
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Talking with the team that pus is the Student Medical and
has - been working behind the Counseling Clinic (SMaCC).
scenes to put on CWU's Mental Students can take part in counHealth Awareness Week start- seling sessions and seek advice
ing next Monday has helped me and educational tools regarding
focus on the stigmas we often mental health.
attach to problems with mental
If staff is unavailable for a
health.
student in crisis, SMaCC can
Depression is a major issue refer you to a practicing mental
· we tend to overlook, and when health counselor in the commuit comes time to discuss it, it's nity.
suddenly taboo.
Anyone who is concerned for
One form of depression that a fellow student can reach out
is common - especially in the to SMaCC and submit a suicide
gray Northwest - is seasonal concern report form.
affective disorder (SAD), which
It's true that most of us aren't
occurs mostly in fall and winter. . experts in the field of mental
According to the National Insti- health and at times we may even
tute of Mental Health (NIMH), struggle with our own issues.
SAD impacts at least 4 percent But if we continue to educate
of people severely and another ourselves and have open discus! 0 to 20 percent mildly.
sions with our friends about de-'
Signs of SAD include a loss of pression or other mental health
motivation, a drop in self-confi- issues, we can make a difference.
. dence and the inability to comAnyone struggling with their
plete projects.
mental health should feel safe
SAD can impact a student's enough to reach out for help
social life. And the inability to without the fear of being ridicomplete projects can severely culed.
impact college students who are
According to the CDC, only
juggling school, work and their 25 percent of people with mensocial lives.
tal health issues feel that people
According to the Centers for actually care and are sympaDisease Control and Preven- thetic toward their personal
ti.on (CDC), in 2014 the United struggles.
States saw nearly three times as
Depression and problems
many suicides (42, 773) than ho- with mental health do not make
micides (15,809).
someone weak. It doesn't make
The same analysis showed sui- them immoral or any less of a
cide as the second-leading cause human being. It's simply someof death in IO to 34 -year-olds.
thing beyond their control that
That is CWU's demograph- they did not bring upon themic. Yet we still often overlook selves.
the importance of our mental
We are a generation that can
health and that of those around end the stigmatization of menus'.
tal health illnesses. But if we
When nearly 30 percent of continue to overlook it simply
college students have reported because it isn't impacting us difeeling "so depressed it was diffi- rectly, we may end up creating
cult to function" in a study done a more unstable environment
by the NIMH, it's time for us to than we originally intended.
take action.
Only by educating ourselves
Throughout Mental Health on mental health will we be able
Awareness Week, students will to break the stigmas attached
learn about <;ampus and com- to it and begin to see a stronger
munity resources.
and healthier community.
One major resource for students near the heart of cam-McKenzie Lakey, EIC
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in
which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the
Observer is two-fold: to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper
and to provide training for students who are seeking a career in journalism.
The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, dependable information to

the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the free debate of
issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large; and to be the best
source for campus, entertainment and sports news. As·a training program,
the Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of
journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is

vital to the decision making of the community al large. It provides a forum for
students to learn the ethics, value~, and skills needed to succeed in their chosen

career. If you have questions call (509) 963- 1073 or e-mail us at c,v1.10bserver@
gmail.com
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record-breaking freshman class
arrived on campus in Sep"SOTU" from page 1 that
tember with a 25 percent increase over the last decade.
Additionally, CWU hired apMcKenzie Lakey
News@CWUObserver.com
proximately 200 new staff and
@CWUObserver
faculty, including Provost Katherine Frank, who assumed her
"I remember telling my mom I
role in the administration on
was going to work for President July 1, 2016.
Barack Obama," he said. "The
Gaudino dove into the finansmile on her face was worth ev- cial side of CWU's · last year
ery day at Central Washington." near the end of his speech. AcUniversity Affairs
cording to Gaudino, the university finished the 2016 fiscal year
President James Gaudino
spoke earlier in the address and
with not "huge surpluses, but
·
used his time to recap the uni- positive surpluses."
Gaudino forecasted multiple
versity's past few months and
discuss the groundwork for up- year wage increases for classified staff and said that barcommg years.
gains with the faculty union to
One of Gaudino's focal
points was on the recent con- ac}1.ieve the same result begin
struction and the ongoing de- this month.
Gaudino said he plans to
partment shift that has been
dubbed. "movezilla."
extend the wage increases to
"Movezilla"
non-repreis the cursented employees as
rent process
m
which
It's people like me that you well.
. Although
several
cultivate every day. You alGaudino
on-campus
low them to have their souls said that the
departments
are
being
sing ... you allow them to take university
has reached
consolidated
risks and you encourage it.
fidelity, he
into Bouilremains
lon to create
cautious
a single loca-Ron 'Sims, former deputy secretary of the
and
contion for stuU.S. Deportment of Housing and Urban
cerned for
dent services.
Development
the upcomThis process will also shift Human· Re- mg years.
Changes on the Horizon
sources into Mitchell hall and
The majority of Gaudino's
eventually the Communications the neighboring Lind Hall. address had an optimistic tone
Gaudino said that the com- as he recalled the university's past few months, but that
plex consolidation of services
couldn't deter from the underand rearranging throughout
lying tension as he referenced
campus has been described by
Facilities' Executive Director "political turmoil and hyper-partisanship"_ and shared his conBill Yarwood as being similar
cerns for students.
to "playing three-dimensional
"I admit to having been dischess with 175 pieces."
couraged and disappointed
Gaudino also discussed the

news@cwuobserver.com

Mckenzie Lakey / The Observer
Ron Sims, CWU alumnus and former deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development speaks at the SotU address.

by the cacophony of civil discourse that seem to divide us, to
confuse us and to alienate us,"
Gaudino said. "Some of it ha§
made me feel anxious about
our present and our future."
Gaudino also focused heavily
on the need to encourage a safe,
diverse and inclusive learning
environment-a growing concern as KKK pamphlets continue to appear on campus and

within the Ellensburg commu- him to embrace it while not letnity.
ting it frustrate him.
''While the changes confrontIt was that ideology that aling us can be uncomfortable,
lowed him the opportunity to
adapting to them is absolutely
expand his love of learning,
essential," Gaudino said. "If we
something that he has carried
are to remain the best, we must with him throughout his life.
look at ourselves and our peda"It's people like me that you
gogical practices through fresh, cultivate every day," Sims said.
"You allow them to have their
diverse and young eyes."
Sims echoed the idea of
souls sing ... You allow them to
take risks and you encourage it."
change and said CWU taught

\

Courtesy of the Washington State Office of the Attorney General
- Ron Sims addresses 250 staff members, students and faculty in the McIntyre Music Building During the C\VU 20 l 7 State of the University Address. Sims followed President Gaudino who introduced Sims after speaking on university affairs.
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New minor available in disability studies
Sarah Taylor
News@CWUObserver.com
@CWUObserver

Universities across the country- including CWU- have
created a new program to allow
college students to earn certificates and minors in disability
and accessibility studies. According to the U.S. 2010 Census
Bureau Report, nearly 1 in 5
people have a disability. The
average classroom size at CWU
is 26 students. Statistically, five
people in that classroom have
a disability. With a university
enrollment of 11 ,982, roughly 2,396 students who attend
CWU have a disability.
Disability studies is an area
of academia where students
can learn about how disabilities have been defined and
viewed over time, how to value
perspectives of people with disabilities, understand disability
in contemporary culture and
appreciate disability related to
the arts.
MLA, the Modern Language Association, classified
disability studies as a division
of study in 2005. Students can
earn bachelor's and master's
degrees in this division, as well
as certificates. Universities supporting this degree include the
University of Utah, Ohio State
University, and the University
of Vermont. CWU now offers
a similar degree opportunity.
Said accessibility studies allows students the opportunity to
learn about different approach-

Courtesy of CWU Public Affaiea

The ramp outside barge hall is an example of how facilities can make buildings more accessible for students. This new !""'or will educate students on how clisabilities are defined and viewed.

es and accommodations to functioning in a daily environment.
Accessibility Studies Professor Naomi Petersen. ''We want
all environments to'be designed
for maximum functionality for
maximum participation."
CWU is offering a 20acredit
minor and a l 0-week certificate
course in accessibility studies.

The minor includes courses
such as Accessibility and User
Experience, Universal D esign,
Accessible Information D esign
and Accessibility Studies Cap- .
stone.
The minor and certificate
will be available at• CWU this
spnng.
Both are aimed to en-

hance awareness and diversity
amongst all communities.
These degrees are intended
to be earned in conjunction
with other pre-professional
degrees, such as Business Administration, Human Resource
Management, Supply Chain
Management, Marketing or
Public Policy.

Computer science-major Angie Quach believes this degree
opportunity gives students the
· ability to help people with disabilities.
"I would consider _getting this
minor if I was looking to engineer software that would help
satisfy special. needs for people
who are disabled," Quach said.
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88.1 The 'Burg interviews candidates for general manager
April Porter
News@CWUObserver.com
@CWUObserver

CWU administration will
soon select one of four candidates applying for the general
manager of CWU's radio station, 88.1 The 'Burg.
It's been about two years
since CWU has interviewed for
the position and after the previous general manager, Travis
Box resigned inJune 2016,J~ff
MacMillan, a 'Burg staff member, has acted as the interim
since July 15, six days after he
graduated from CWU.
MacMillan is now a candidate for the position am! could
continue the work he has already put in place.
The process of searching for
the new general manager has
been in the hands of a search
committee, which includes Eric
Scott, assistant director for the
Sophomore Year Experience
(SYE) and Vene Skyles, student ·
and activities secretary.
D ean of Student Success
Sarah Swager said the search
committee will make a list of
pros and cons for each candi-

date with the help of student
evaluations created during the
public forumswhich concluded last week. Upon receiving the lists, Swager will then
make the final decision within
the week.
Three other candidates have
been interviewed for the general manager position in addition to MacMillan,
·
Terrence Siggers has held
multiple positions at the University of Alabama (UA), including the technology manager
and coordinator of the office of
student media. He was also the
music director, operations director, sales representative and
station manager for UA's radio
station.
Robert Franklin, PhD. has
Jack Lambert/The Observer
experience in managing mulTerence B. Siggers at an open forum on Feb. 13. Siggers is one of the four candidates applying to be the general manager o(The 'Burg.
tiple radio stations around the
country and has also taught ragroups on campus.
was the chief operator at both.
sional staff members. Additiondio classes.
The role of general manager
He also held the position of
ally, The 'Burg holds a Federal
H e has also directed several
is crucial to the station's future,
board operator and announcer
Communications Commission
films and received awards for
but Swagger said The 'Burg · (FCC) license and the new
at KENW-FM, a PBS station in
his photography and other
has been predominantly stuNew M exico, while in graduate
manager is responsible for upworks.
dent run and she plans to keep
school.
holding by FCC regulations and
Troy Hunt has managed the
it that way.
.
Swagger said the new generCWU codes of conduct.
The new manager will be reCollege of Eastern Utah and
al manager has to have a "real
"I am excited to maintain the
sponsible for about 60 students,
Wyoming Northwest Commupassion for radio" and work
good reputation [of the radio
nity College radio stations and
22 employees and two profescollaboratively
with
other
station]," Swager said.

Annual CWU business
conference to feature
state executives

Was.hington
opportunity
scholarship
grants CWU
$2. 2 million
for STEM
recruitment
Bryce Jungquist
Editor@CWUObserver.com
@CWUObserver

CWU is one of three Washington universities to receive
part of a $6 million grant
meant to recruit STEM teacher undergraduates.
The Washington State Opportunity Scholarship, chaired
by Microsoft president, Brad
Smith, awarded funds that-will
go directly towards training
K-12 STEM teachers.
"We all lose out when an inspired student can't pursue a
[STEM] degree," Smith sad
in a Linkedln post. "We need
creative, efficient programs that
remove barriers to higher education and enable students to go
from an interest in STEM to a
degree, a job arid a career in
these growing fields."
The grant gives CWU $2.2
million to adopt a new curriculum that recruits and prepares

Bailey Smith
News@CWUObserver.com
@CWUObserver

Courtesy of the Center for American Progress
Brad Smith is the president of Microsoft and chairs the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship.

undergraduate STEM majors
to become teachers without
adding time or cost to four-year
degrees.
According to J ennifer Dechaine-Berkas, an associate professor of science education and
biology, the program is currently in development and CWU
adrninistratlon will review it
within the next two weeks.
There is a shortage of
STEM teachers in Washington that has persisted over the
past 20 years, according to Dechaine-Berkas.
"Fewer people have graduated
with STEM teaching degrees
than have stopped teaohing science, technology, engineerint
or math, in the schools," Dechaine-Berkas said.
The shortage has made it
more difficult for districts to
find good teachers specializing

in STEM and the state is also
having trouble locating more
teachers in general.
Interim· Executive Director
of the School of Education,
Mindie Dieu, said the teacher
shortage is a problem throughout the county with almost a
quarter million teachers needed.
"The new program is going
to include some tuition waivers
so students who take the introductory courses may be able to
receive tuition waivers to help
them," Dechaine-Berkas said.
Dieu said that the reason
behind this is that the grant is
aimed for the students ·a nd not
just the different colleges.
"That's probably why we were
awarded this," Dieu said. "Because you know what? Money
isn't everything, but it sure will
.help."

CWU's College of Business
is coordinating an Economic
Outlook Conference for Feb.
28 in Sue Lombard Hall.
The Economic Outlook
Conference (EOC) will start at
8 a.m. and go until 2 p.m.
"The topics discussed will cover . the trends, challenges and
opportunities in Washington
State's hay and potato industries," said Stephanie Kelsey, a
student Ambassador for the
College of Business.
CWU will provide breakfast,
lunch and refreshments for everyone attending.
The EOC will feature
speeches from five speakers including: Derek Sandison, the director of the Washington State
Department of Agriculture;
Matthew Harris, the assistant
executive director of Governmental Affairs for the Washington State Potato Commission;
John Toaspern, the chief mar- ·
keting officer of Potatoes USA;
John Szczepanski, the director of the U.S. Forage Export
Council, a subcommittee of
the National Hay Association
and John Creighton, the Seat-

tie Port commissioner.
While apples are the state's
top cash crop, potatoes rank
second, contributing more
than $4.5 billion annually to
the state's economy and providing employment to in excess of
23,000 workers.
Hay is the state's fifth largest
economic agriculture commodity and is vital to production of
the fourth largest commodity,
milk and the sixth biggest, cattle and calves.
The EOC is an annual event
and can create career opportunities for students.
"It is an amazing way for
CWU students to network with
business professionals who
work in industries that are extremely relevant to the Ellensburg area," Kelsey said.
Any student can attend, butmost of those attending will
be business students who are
wanting to network with business professionals according to
Kelsey.
"This is great event where we
can serve our community by
bringing great industry speakers to Ellensburg and encourage
engagement between industry,
government, researchers, and
students in the College of Business," Martell said.
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Students aim to ~break the stigma'
McKenzie Lakey
News@CWUObserver.com
@CWUObserver

Four CWU public relations
students have prepared a weeklong series of events to help give
voice to mental health aware~
ness, a topic that many beli<;ve
the American society has long
remained silent on.
On Feb. 27, Hunter Ventoza,
Meghan Lynch, Taylor C~stil- ·
lo, Nicole Christopherson and
adviser Kevin Brett will launch
their Mental Health Awareness
Week campaign as part of the
201 7 Bateman case study competition.
The annual competition, organized and judged by the Public Relations Student Society of
• America, aims to provide public
relations students the opportunity to apply what they've learned
in the classroom to a campaign.
The theme for the campaign
wasn't revealed until last September, but the interviews for
the Bateman team were held in
late spring last year. With thi_s
format, . the teams remain unaware of the campaign's objective.
The campaign will officially end on April 7, when all of
the promotional materials such
as their posters and social media accounts (including their
tailored slogan #EburgSpeaks)
must be removed and a final
case study report will be filed
subsequently.
While they all admittedly joined the team in part as a
way to help shape their resumes,
the importance of shattering
the stigmas attached to mental
health has not been lost.
"I was excited about [the
theme]," Lynch said. "Personally I know lots of people affected
by mental health so I thought it
was a great way to kind of fa-

miliarize myself with the .topic
more in depth."
The team believes that · this
subject of mental health can
be especially useful on a college
campus. According to Lynch,
the data they have discovered
while preparing for this project has shown them that men
around 25 years old can begin
to see first signs of problems
with their mental health.
Lynch said if an individual is
educated before they potentially
see these changes develop, they
could have a better idea of how
to seek help that would ultimately benefit them in the long run.
"I think this topic was definitely good for a college environment," Ventoza said. "It's just
good to help people."
The national project has
teamed up with "The Campaign to Change Direction," an
organization that has been endorsed by global political forces
such as former First Lady Michelle Obama and Prince Harry.
The goal of the organization
is to bring awareness to the five
signs of emotional suffering,
each of which are being focused
on throughout the Bateman
team's Mental Health Awareness Week.
According to "The Campaign
to Change Direction," the five
signs of emotional suffering
include personality changes,
unexplained moods that are
uncharacteristic, withdrawal or
isolation from others, neglect of
self-care or risky behavior and a
sense of hopelessness or being
overwhelmed by circumstances.
The team hopes that by educating the community on these
five signs they can help "break
the stigmas" surrounding mental health.
"It kind of seems like everyone's skim experts on the topic,"
Ventoza said. "It's different to be

McKenzie Lakey / The Observer

The group of PR students table in the SURC to inform students and gather support for Mental H ealth Awareness Week.

pushed in that environment and the First Friday Art Walk at the
Clymer Museum. Those attendenvelope yourself in it."
The majority of the events ing can share what "gives them
ai=e targeted to the campus and hope" and take part in a raffle.
CWU students, with each day that will be awarded at the end
dedicated_ to one of the five of the evening.
Another important factor
signs of emotional suffering.
Early events include a re- that the Bateman team hopes
source fair and panel from 11 to make clear is the amount of
a.m. until 2 p.m. in SURC 137 mental health resources availon Monday, Feb. 27. The objec- . able to students on campus.
Lynch and Ventoza said that
tive of the week's first event is to
provide individuals with infor- as they dived deeper into their
mation on local mental health project and began to research
resources that they may be un- what options CWU had in
aware o(
terms of counseling and mental
Other events will include an health guidance, they were both
open discussion and "thought "surprised" by what the campus
board" on what agitates stu- had to offer.
A major resource for students
dents and how they can better
vent their frustrations, and an- includes the Student Medical
other panel and discussion on and Counseling Center, where
self-care and motivation later in psychologists and licensed mental health counselors are availthe week.
, The final event on Friday, able during their office hours
March 3, is planned to help from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m., Mon·
cultivate a stronger impact on day through Friday.
When counselors are unavail~
the local community as the
Bateman team takes part in able, they will work one-on-one

2017 MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS WEEK

WALK IT OUT

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 1

IT ' S NOT FA IR

MONDAY
FEBRUARY 27

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 28

Hear from a panel of speakers discussing ~ental health and its effect on our
community. Additionally there will be
booths from local resources in SURC
137 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

STICKS AND STONES
Discussions on agitation in the SURC
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. There will be free
coffee along with a "thought board" for
yo\:i to vent your frustrations.

with students to find them a local mental health professional
who can help in the meantime.
If all other options are unavailable, students can always reach
out to the crisis line at (509) 9254168.
Other options available to
students include the campus
organization Active Minds, the
psychology club and the Wellness Center.
All offer various services or
.programs that focus on promoting mental health and educating
students about self-care.
Although the Bateman team's
·program will coine to a close
after their five days of events
dedicated to the five signs of
emotional suffering, the group
shared their hope that the education on mental health will
continue long after the final
event wraps up.
"You think you know about
[mental health] until you really
learn about it," Lynch said. "It's
a great cause."

THURSDAY
MARCH 2

Meet on the SURC West Patio for a
march to raise awareness fur. mental
health in the community. The march
will start at 12:30 p.m. and is expected
to go until 2 p.m.

FEEL GOOD
From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. the thought
board will be in the SURC pit for studnets to discuss poor self care and share
what motivates them.

WINE ABOUT IT
The First Friday art event will take place
/
at the Clymer Museum from 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. The dowtown events will feature
a raffle and two of the resident artists.·

Graphic by Taylor Morrell
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OPINION

EDITOR: McKenzie Lakey Ieditor@cwuobserver.com

You don't have to deal. with depression alone
By Raymond Payne

had any sort of mental illness,
and just because I was their kid
didn't mean I was any different.
It was in high school that I
knew something was wrong,
but I was never sure what. Every time a school counselor or
doctor asked the question "have
you ever thought about harming yourself," I had to lie.
Had I answered that question
truthfully and said yes, then I
knew any support at home was
gone.
I've had suicidal thoughts
since I was in the eighth grade.
I never saw this as a big enough
problem to reach out to some-

I take all of my opinion pieces seriously, but this one will be
especially personal.
With Mental Health Awareness week coming up, I wanted
to share my own personal experience with the hell that can
be dealing with depression and
anxiety.
I want to make sure it's clear
that I'm not trying to seek attention or pity or anything like that OI).e.
from this piece.
I got dangerously close my
It's my way of sharing a short
freshman year of high school.
story about something that has
I faced bullying at home, at
affected my
church,
at
life for years
school
and
I. thought I was fine , but I needed to
now.
"If you're
soon the suicidal thoughts "escape," and
going to cut
got worse and worse and thought that
your wrists,
I had enough.
swallowing a
please do it
handful
of
in the bathmy dad's pills
room so you
would do it.
don't bleed on my carpet and
My parents found my stash
make sure you cut in an x so
of pills before I could do it, and
you can't be sewn up." This is
I received some of the harshest
what my father told me back in
treatment from them because
high school about my potential
they thought I was a drug addict.
suicidal thoughts.
My family had the lowest
It would have been way worse
possible opinion of people who . had I told them what I was real-

ly planning.
From that point on, I-stopped
feeling like I had anything to
live for; I genuinely believed
that I made everyone's lives
worse simply by existing.
I failed classes but eventually
made it into Central by the skin
of my teeth. My freshman year
I joined AFROTC.
I thought I was fine, but soon
the suicidal thoughts got worse
and worse and I had enough.
When I sought out counseling they told me that by being
there and taking anti-depressants this could disqualify me
from serving.
I saw no other way to handle anything and was honestly desperate for help, so I left
AFROTC and told people I was
medically disqualified and lied
about it because I felt- shame
and didn't want any of the cadets to find out.
From there, is was a long year
with ups and downs, but I made
it through. ·
My sophomore year came
around and I wasn't in counseling at the beginning.
That lasted about three
weeks. I just broke down and
came back a mess; I started
self-harming from about October to around April. Even
though looking at my scars
filled me with immense shame,

I still felt the need to "punish" that even though for such a long
myself for being so awful.
time I hid this from potential
I spent hours each day re- help, they don't have to.
searching and trying to plan
I'm so glad I didn't end ~t all
a way to kill myself that was
those times I wanted to, but
fool-proof. Through· counsel- instead .I'm here now, and I'm
ing and addiable to be there
tional medicafor
anyone
tion and great
going through
I'm so glad I didn't anything.
friends, I made
end
it all those times I
it through. theIf
you're
wanted
to.
year. Now that
reading
this
I'm in my juand relate to
nior year, I still
any of this,
struggle with
know that there
depression, but I see a future for are so many resources out there
myself; something that hasn't and that you don't have to go
happened since middle school
through this alone. Our school
for me.
has a fantastic counseling cenMost nights it feels like my
ter, full of people committed to
anxiety is at an all-time high. I
helping you.
wake up with panic attacks, I've
If you're not ready to go
become the most easily startled
there yet, there are amazing
person, sometimes I'm just a to- crisis hotlines and sites online
tal mess and can't explain why. where you can go and anonyBut I know it will improve.
mously talk, whether you're in
If I need help again, I know a crisis or you just need to talk.
that when I seek it out it will
My personal favorite is the
be there. Through medication, one where you can text the crifantastic counselors, amazing sis hotline instead of calling.
friends and God, I've made it
Whatever you choose, please
this far. I want everyone who
know that it will get better. It
reads this know that, even
might not seem like it now but
though all of stories are differ- I promise it will.
ent, you're still not alone.
If you need immediate help,
Again, this isn't me asking please call 1-800-273-TALK
for attention, but I want this to
(8255) to talk with a trained
connect with someone, so they counselor or TEXT "CO know they're not alone, and
NECT" TO 74 1741.
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(Above) Rune Torgersen's Getz-Short apartment is pictured with the makeshift gutter and drip bucket placed there by maintenance the day after the leak began. (Below
Left and Right) An exterior view of the Getz-Short buildings show the heavy accumulation of snow. (Below Center) A closer look at the ceiling leak in Torgersen's room.
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WINTER WEATHER
IMPACTS STUDENT
HOUSING
By Kailan Manandic
Reporting Contributed By
McKenzie Lakey

Heavy rainfall onto compact snow and
ice, followed by a quick inspection of the
ceiling, made for one interesting night for
a CWU student just a last month.
"I had a few people over, just hanging
out, doing our thing, and I sat down on
my bed for whatever reason and there
was this massive puddle," said Rune Torgersen, a junior communication major. "I
figured, OK, someone obviously spilled
something .. . But then my head started
getting wet, things were dripping on me."
Torger~en lives in the Getz-Short apartment complex on the southwest side of
campus, which was built in the 1960s and
last renovated in September 2015.
The dripping began on Jan. 9, 2017,
inauguration night, after one of the first
big snowstorms of the quarter. It hasn't
.stopped since.
"I looked up and one of my tiles was
sort of swollen and little drops of water
were corning out of it," Torgersen said.
So he moved his bed to the corner ·and
called maintenance.
"This was a shitty karma day for Rune,"
Torgersen said. "I'd think about the good
times when my bed was next to my phone
charger. I'd think about the good times
when I wouldn't get dripped on in my
sleep."
Bill Yarwood, executive director of facilities management, was contacted last
Thursday Feb. 16, by email and phone
to comment for this story. Shane Scott,
from Yarwood's office replied in an email
that Thursday and the iiextTuesday, Feb.
21, that Yarwood "is spread too thin right
now."
In a 2014 Observer story, Yarwood said
the Getz-Short roof showed clear signs
of wear. At that time, the most recent
re-roofing took place in 1971, 44 years
before the 2015 repairs.
Alaura Caton, a senior elementary education major, had a similar leaky ceiling
last winter.
Luckily, maintenance was able to
quickly fix the leak, she said, although she
needed a bucket in her room for a short

amount of time.
to stand there and wave a blanket in front
"I've never had a problem" with mainof it until it turns off"
tenance, Caton said. "They're always
The apartments look rundown after a
very prompt." ·
year and a half of wear, according to resTorgersen was not as lucky when main- · idents.
tenance promptly responded the mornSome of Caton's friends call her build- •
ing after the leak began.
· ing Chernobyl. She said thinks new paint
Unfortunately, they couldn't patch the
and windows would go a long way.
roof due to the nearly two feet of con"Slapping some 'welcome' signs on
cealing snow; even if they could · locate
the side of the building isn't going to do
the leak, they told him, it would have to
much," Caton said. "I know the universiwait until they could repair the concrete
ty would save a lot of money on heating
crack in the roof
if they would replace the windows next."
In the meantime, m aintenance rigged
tempqrary solution. Two wood blocks
NOT THEIR FAULT
secure a plas_tic sheet to the ceiling, which
Residents say they don't blame the
forms a makeshift drain. This diverts the
apartments nor the maintenance staff
slow dripping into a bucket in the center
Torgersen stressed the fact that he
of Torgers~n's room.
thinks maintenance is doing the best they
"Even though it seems like a weird
can with what they _have.
Rube Goldberg-esque solution to a simCaton said, "Tell maintenance to keep
ple problem, it's functional," Torgersen
up the good work, because I appreciate
said. "I believe that maintenance did evthem, I really do," Caton said.
erything they could. "
About 180 students live in the two-building complex. And with a record number
OTHER ISSUES
of freshmen arriving on campus last SepThese residents said the old, alumitember, maintenance could conceivably
num-framed, single-pane windows are
be stretched thin.
also an issue.
Maintenance spent the summer keepCaton said condensation often gathers
ing the campus "clean, repaired and
on the interior and freezes on the inside.
manicured, Gaudino said in his 'State of
She's also worried about the interior
the University address last week.
moisture causing mold.
In an email request' for an interview,
"They're super old and when you open
Richard DeShields, associate dean of stuand close them it sounds like a machine
dent living, was told the Observer wantgun going off," she said. "It scares everyed to talk about dorms being converted
one. "
from singles and doubles to house more
Torgersen's window froze over one
students, and was asked if his office was
morning this quarter. "I couldn't open it
"aware of the damages in the halls."
or close it or anything," Torgersen said.
In an email reply, DeShields didn't ad"It was unfortunate, too, because it was
dress the interview request nor the quesopen when it froze ·and that was back . tion about the damages.
when it was negative a billion degrees
He said they had just opened up housout." .
ing applications for new students and
The 2015 renovations gave residents
were expecting 50-100 extra first-year
new kitchen and bathroom fixtures, fresh
students. No dorms would convert to tripaint, and updated appliances, according
ples from doubles.
to a CWU press release.
"By increasing Davies Hall [to doubles]
"My fire alarm goes off literally ev::ery
and continuing use of Munson, we will
time I cook food," Caton said. "You have
meet this need," he said.

a

Photos 'by Jack Lambert and McKenzie Lakey
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IOBSERVER HEALTH I

Ask

Dr.H
What are the best foods to eat
when you are pregnant?
Dear student,

Xander Fu/The Observer

Many ,mimes, both shows and films, are based off of manga books, which bring more pe<;>ple into the anime fan community.

Cartoons and Community
CWU's Namakemono Anime Club celebrates
Japanese culture and _the art of an-ime

The "best" things to eat
when you're pregnant are
the things that provide the
fuel and nutrients that keep
you-and your baby- healthy.
If by "best" you mean the
food that won't exacerbate
any existing nausea you're
experiencing, then I recommend finding the most nutrient-dense foods that you can
actually stomach.
If pickles and popsicles
are all you seem to be handling these days, make sure
you're taking an OB-GYNapproved pre-natal vitamin to
make up for what you might
be missing out in your food.
If you , had a healthy
pre-baby weight, maintaining
the same diet (plus a few hundred calories more each day)
of nutrient rich foods is your
best bet during pregnancy.
Eat from a wide range of
food options, including lean
meats and dairy (or nonmeat proteins, like beans, if
you're a vegetarian), whole
grains (that contain fiber)
and fruits/vegetables (particularly those with iron).
Feel free to indulge cravings and eat what sounds
"best" to you, but refrain from
making any one food group,
or nutrient-poor foods, your
main staple.
We often hear pregnant
people can "eat for two."
While pregnancy is certainly
not the time for any restriction
when it comes to food, maintaining a healthy diet is vastly
important for the health of
you and your baby. It does not
mean you get to double your
Jack in the Box order.
If you were overweight
pre-pregnancy and concerned
about your diet now, always
speak with your doctor before
embarking on any special diet.

with your diet or lifestyle.
Although yeast naturally
occurs in the vagina, an overgrowth, or a disruption in the
natural balance can cause
infection. Or simply there is
just too much of the naturally
occurring yeast cells.
Yeast infections result in
itching, swelling apd irritation, and can be treated
rather simply with over-thecounter medication.
There are several factors
that can cause an increase in
yeast. Some vaginas are just
more sensitive than others
arid yours may be especially sensitive to your diet or
scented soaps you may use.
Diet plays a major role in
keeping the yeast balanced, too
much sugar or refined carbs in ,
a diet can increase yeast growth.
If you think that might be
the culprit, reduce your intake
of sugary or otherwise refined
carbs for a few months and
see if that helps. In the shower, avoid scented soaps or bath
gel and stick with unscented
pads and tampons.
If you workout in the
morning and remain in
your gym clothes during the .
day, that climate can also
increase yeast ·growth and
cause an infection.
Wear cotton underwear and
I'd probably even take a break
from thong underwear (if you
wear them) for a while. Try
sleeping without underwear to
help air things out a bit.
If you've been sick this
season or otherwise take antibio.tics for an illness, those antibiotics can kill the healthy
bacteria that keeps us balanced and can increase risk
for a yeast infections.
Eating yogurt daily-the
plain, natural kind, not the
stuff loaded with sugar and
fruit-can help keep a healthy
yeast balance. I suggest eating more yogurt, like Nancy's
brand, or kefir, which conta:in healthy bacteria, when
you're taking antibiotics.
These are just some things
you can try-give 'em a
· shot-but don't discount
talking to your doctor either.
There's no need to suffer in
silence. These people have
heard all sorts of things. Frequent yeast infections are really not all that uncommon,
although people rarely _talk
about it.

people who love anime ge.tting
together, it is wonderfully ex- ·
travagant," Gerken said.
The club hopes to remove the
Students were comfortably
stigma that anime may be perseated in the purple seats of
verted or immature.
Black Hall. Some of them ate
Some anime shows are creatSURC chicken and fries, burged
for children-these are often
ers, and pasta.
seen on Cartoon NetworkThey all laughed and joked
while other shows are created
as Jason Dixon, president
for a mature audience.
of the Namakemono Anime
"It's a diverse type of meClub, played music from dif. dia," Gerken explained.
ferent
an"There are certain shows
imes before
It's
a
diverse
type
of
media.
There
that are geared towards chilthe meeting
are certain shows that are geared to dren, there are also shows
began.
Dixon is a
_children, there are also certain shows that are geared towards
perversion. There are also
33-year-old
that are adult cartoons [that. contain] certain shows that are aduJt
senior majorgore and violence.
cartoons [that contain] gore
ing in social
and violence."
studies and
If anyone is hesitant to join
-Zach Gerken, Club Vice President
history eduthe
club, members said, "We
cation.
are an accepting club. We en">fhe club
is more of a hobby. Anybody is member for the last three years. courage [students] to come for
The club has "a good atmo- at least one -meeting."
invited to attend,'-' Dixon said.
"Show up when you feel like it sphere. We don't expect people
and have fun and enjoy the fes- to do things, we just hang out,"
Wolf-Jarvis said.
tivities that we present."
Meeting Times
The club routinely watchAfter the opening music, students introduced themselves es shows together during their
and asked questions about their_ meeting and the next show they
favorite anime show and char- will watch is "Charlotte," a seWhen: Tuesdays, 6 - 9
acter. One of those students was ries about children who develI get yeast irifections .frequentp.m.
Josie Cuddie, junior accounting oped supernatural abilities in an
alternate
reality.
!Y- What is the cause ef this and
majqr specializing in finance.
Where: Black 150
The club will also be taking a trip
how do I stop this?
Cuddie, a new member to the
Event Nights: Once a.
club, adjusted her purple-rimmed to Sakura-Con-a three-day Japglasses and said that she joined anese culture convention- that is
Ugh. I am sorry! While it's
q·uarter in Dean 107, 6
the club "to connect with people held in Seattle over Easter weekend.
not uncommon to get a yeast
Sakura-Con is a convention
with similar interests."
p.m. to midnight
infection every now and
Anime is a style of animation for fans of anime and includes
then,
getting them frequently
For more information:
originating in Japan. Anirne panels with directors, animais
not
only a bummer /inconClub seeks to explore the vari- tors and voice-actors along
Facebook Page, Cenvenience,
it's likely an indicaous genres, what the members with competitive cosplay comtral
Washington
_
Unitor
that
something
is going on
enjoy and how the different petitions and anime screenings.
Zach
Gerken,
a
senior
mashows and films relate to culture.
versity Namakemono
Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor at CWU. Send
In the meeting, officers and joring in communication and
Anime Club
members also discuss other Asian studies, is the vice presianonymous public health and sex-related questions to askaspects of Japanese culture. dent of the club.
drh@cwuobserver.com and have them answered here.
"The event is just a bunch of
During last week's meeting, they

By Daisy Perez

perezda@cwu.edu I @CWUObserver

explained thatJapan has Valentine's Day just like America, but
the Japanese also have "Black
Day," which is a day for single
people to get noodles together.
The club then started to delve
·into the differences between
American and Japanese culture
and how it ties into anime.
Dom Wolf-Jarvis, a junior accounting major and treasurer
' of the Anime Club, has been a

'
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Lecturer, Author, Mom
Bertice Berry will appear at the Leadership Conference to
impart her wisdom and experience to CWU students
Berry said. "I thought it was odd are more likely to listen and to
because I was using that time to learn," Berry said.
"Berry" from page 1
talk about social issues."
Berry no longer teaches at
· This led Berry to begin in- . Kent State, but she still guest
While she was studying to corporating more comedy into _lectures and helps with workget her doctorate at Kent State her lectures to try to help people shops and retreats with over 200
University in Ohio, Berry spe- learn.
corporations and associations a
cialized in various different sub"I like this idea of using hu- year.
jects. Her main area of study mor to address issues because
When she is not speaking at
was stratification-the unequal if people are laughing they are workshops or retreats, she is
distribution of power, wealth more likely to listen to change," helping out with various volunand status in society. Berry said Bei;ry said.
teer operations including feed~
that she wanted to study stratiFor a time, Berry would do mg the homeless, working with
fication because she wanted to stand-up at night and lecture in people in nursing homes, giving
help level the playing field for the morning; however, she start- funds to families in need and exeveryone.
ed disliking all of the driving tending her workshops to people
Berry began teaching sociol- and the "smoky, drunk clubs" · who may have trouble paying.
ogy and statistics at Kent State that she would have to perform
Berry's philosophy on volunUniversity after graduating and in. She quit doing stand-up and teering is that while writing a
during that time she applie& continued teaching. Though check is important, it is_also imand won two Fulbright Schol- her experience with comedy did portant to be hands on·.
arships which took her to Nige- help her become a very popu"For example, I spoke to
ria. After getting back from her lar professor. According to her [about] 3000 people on Friday
personal for a King's day celebration and
second trip,
a colleague
website, at everybody [comes up] and they
suggested
ikeJ his idea of using humor the uruver- want your autograph, they want
that she try ·
to address issues because sity, the uni- a picture and they want to talk
versity had to you.
her
hand
if people are laughing they
at comedy,
to find big"Then I go home and I wake
are more likely to listen to ger lecture up at 5 o'clock in the morning,
so she went
change.
,,
to a comehalls for her put on my ugly dress and drive
classes to ac- downtown to feed people who
dy club in
-Bertice Berry, Author and comedian
co mm oda te are hungry and without [necesCuyahoga
Falls, Ohio
the
larger sities]," she said. "I think it's a
for her first stand-up perfor- amount of students in atten- great kind of equalizing experidance.
mance.
ence when you put your hands
'½.t the time, Amateur Night
"I like to say that instead of on a problem and not just stand
was really comedians who were using statistical analysis-which back and talk about the probjust trying to make 50 bucks and no one really wants to know- I lem."
so I got up and did some stuff use something that is interestThis belief also extends to
that I wrote down and I won," ing, funny or bizarre and people college students.

Photo Courtesy of Bertice Berry

Bcrtice Berry is a bestselling author of several books from comeclies to memoirs.

· When she learned that she she . got to where she is today,
was going to be speaking at when she was a kid she had six
CWU, Berry 9,id some research brothers and sisters and a sin·on what the school was like and gle mom and even though they
while she was researching she struggled with extreme poverty
was inspired by "Sweet Cases" there was a huge focus on educreated by Starlett Burnett, a cation and excellen·ce. She uses
CWU graduate and former fos- those same standards now with
ter child.
her five adopted children, be"She took this very person- cause she wants to make sure
al feeling and created ... these that they are striving for their
beautiful bags for 30 kids," Ber- goals and becoming better peory said. "I think if we all go from . ple.
where we hurt and what we see
"Quite frankly, research bears
and do something about it we out that the kid who can wait
have a tremendous impact."
just a little bit longer, gets what
Family also plays an import- they desire not what somebody
ant part in Berry's life and how wants for them," Berry said.

CWU Theater takes students on ·a 'Magical Journey'
Chinese literature basis for ensemble's final winter play
By Beau Kelderhouse
kelderhoui@cwu.edu I @CWUObserver

An adaptaion of Wu Chengen's 16th century novel ''.Journey
to the West'' is the final theatre
winter quarter production for the
CWU department.
"Monkey: His Magic Journey
to the West" follows the character Monkey on his spiritual and
humorous journey from India
to China.
The adventure of "Monkey" at
CWU began several months ago
and started with the construction
of the set early this year.
"There's a verticality and that
played into how I was going to
construct other props," said Props
Mas.ter Derik Radcliffe, junior
theatre arts BFA specializing in
scenic design.
At the top of the vertical steps
leading to the top platform there is
a seat for the narrator, Quan Yen, to
sit and read a prop book that introduces the story. The prop storybook
with pages that fold upward also
coincides with the structure of the
set as well.

"It's a lot of being in collaboration with the faculty and the design
set," Radcliffe said.
Since "Monkey'sJoumey to the
West'' is from Chinese literature,
the cast list is comprised mostly of
Asian characters. However, due to
lack of Asian actors at CWU, there
has been speculations of controversy surrounding the show.
So the cast and crew are taking
lots of precautions to avoid perpetuating stereotypes of white actors
playing Asian roles. ·
"Each of these characters have
a life on their own, and we are trying to pay respect on that side of
the world," Radcliffe said.
Director George Bellah is a valuable resource for understanding the
culture behind the show, since he
traveled throughout Asia and experienced various Asian art forms and
·theatre during his time abroad.
The original story ''.Journey to
the West'' is a story that is included
in the collection·"Four Great Classical Novels" of Chinese literature.
The story was adapted for the
stage by Australian playwright

Bryan Nason.
Bellah is working with Nason for CWU's rendition of
the show to make sure that any
changes made to the script are
approved by Nason.
"Monkey'' has a large cast of students who play a variety of characters from pigs and tigers to demons.
Annie Jankovic, a performance
BFA, plays a tiger demon and is also
a part-of the ensemble. •
''We do a lot of drumming and
musical work in the background,"
Jankovic said.
The actors in the ensemble
learn many new tricks during their
time as a part of ''Monkey." Several of the actors learned how to
juggle and some learned how to
operate puppets.
Most of the characters in
"Monkey: His Magic Journey to
the West" are mystical creatures,
which requires that the actors
have a good understanding of
the background information of
their- roles.
Quan Yen, is a Buddhist goddess. Easton Benson, an uri-

MONKEY: HIS
MAGIC JOURNEY
TOTHEVVEST
WHEN
MARCH 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11
MARCH 12 @ 2PM

@

7:30PM

WHERE
MCCONNELL AUDITORIUM

TICKETS
$12 -ADULTS
$10 SENIORS
$10 UNDER 18
$8 CWU STUDENTS

declared freshman who plays
Quan Yen, said, "the goddess
is a symbol of compassion and

kindness, hoping to end all the
suffering in the world."

+
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FUQUAN NILES MAKES HIS
RETU·RN TO THE COURT
By Mitchell Johnson
Mitchell.Johnson@cwu.edu I @SportsWith Mitch

It was another dark gloomy February evening
at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport when
Fuquan Niles clocked out of his shift at 7 p.m.
He checked his cell phone - a missed call
from CWU assistant coachJaredJohnson ..
Niles gave Johnson a call back and after he
hung up the phone his excitement on this dark
gloomy day picked up.
"They told me they wanted to bnng me out
on a visit," Niles says.
Standing above most at 6'11, and weigh.mg .
280 pounds, Niles was always a defensive force
on the basketball court.
At this point, Niles had not played a basketball game in about a year - even though he
was one of the top basketball players in Washington three years earlier. This was the call he
needed.
·

GETTING INTO THE GAME
Even though Niles was not always 6' 11 he
has always stood above most people his age.
"I was always the tallest in elementary,"
Niles says. "In school pictures I was always the
tallest kid."
Genetics have helped. His dad is at 6-foot-7.
When Niles was in sixth grade, he got into
basketball after watching his brother play high
school basketball. H e joined Seattle Rotary basketball, a part of the Amateur Athletic
Union for Boys Basketball (AAU) .
CWU junior guard Jawan Stepney played
with Niles during AAU; they a re now roommates and teammates here at CWU.
'MU is pretty loose, more up and down,"
Stepney says. "Throwing him the ball up and
him blocking e;verything is pretty fun."
Stepney believes it was during his AAU day
when Niles set the base of his skill set.
"He improved a lot," Stepney recalls. "He
got stronger and tougher mentally and physically. He developed a little jumpshot [that
would] take him a long way too."

PLAYING FOR THE POWERHOUSE
During his freshman year, Niles played for Ingraham High School in North Seattle. But the
long distance from the school made him want to
transfer.
"I lived closer to Rainier Beach," Niles says.
"Where Ingram was ·at [it] was like a 40-minute drive just to take the bus out there."
Niles had to play his sophomore year on
Rainier Beach's Junior Varsity 0V) team because transfers cannot play on varsity for a year
after coming to a new school. Here is where
he met and became best friends with his now
CWU teammate Naim Ladd.
,
"We pretty much bonded," Ladd says. "We
played together and been friends ever since."
Even though Niles has a 17-inch height advantage over the 5'7, Ladd it has not stopped
their friendship ..
"Playing on the same team · and being
around each other makes us click even more
on-and-off the court," Niles says. "That's like
my dude. Even later on in life that's still going
to be my guy, because he's just a good friend
and a good person."

.,.
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FUOUAN'S JOURNEY TO CWU
Ingraham High School 2009 -2010
Rainier Beach 2010 - 2013
North Idaho College 2013 - 2015
University of Texas Permian Basin 2015
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Employee 2016

cwu 2016-2017

-Continued from page 12
After his sophomore year basketball season, Niles
put in lots of offseason work with the R ainier Beach
coaching staff to improve his game.
"H e didn't have much ·t echnique or post moves,
so he was just tall," Ladd says. "The next year when
he came in he was just a beast."
The next year Niles started on varsity for head
coach Mike Bethea, who has been at the helm for
Rainier Beach since 1994. During his career there he
has led them to nine state championship finals, ~ning seven times. Rainier Beach was also ranked No.
l in the country for a short time in 2002.
"If you can get coached by him you can be
coached by anybody," Niles says. "He's going to
give it to you tough and hard, but he also knew
what he was talking about."
Rainier Beach and Bethea have also been known
to produce NBA players. J amal Crawford is one of
them; he's going on 17 years in the NBA Nate Rob. inson is also well kn~wn from his time with Rainier
Beach and the University of Washington.
During NBA off-seasons, many of these NBA
alumnus will come back to their hometown to scrimmage with the Rainier Beach players.
"It made me tougher because I had to play stronger and play [bigger] , and I wasn't [as] big as I was
riow," Niles says. "They got me tough m entally and
physically too. They give us good feedback about
how to be better players [and] individuals. It's just
a good life experience."
Niles helped bring two straight state titles to
Rainier Beach, ~th a 61-58 win over Seattle Preparat,ory School during the 2011-12 season, and a
62-59 win in overtime over Lakeside in 2012-1 3.
In 2013, Niles was the third-best recruit in the
state of Washington, receiving a 3-star rating. According to ESPN.com he had offers to play basketball for UW and Washington State University.
"H e's coachable, that's what separated him from a
lot of bigs," Ladd says. "That goes a long way in life."
Niles could not go to either of these schools - or
any NCAA school because he did not take his SAT.
H e thought he would get one more year of eligibility to play at Rainier Beach, but it didn't pan out.

THE JU NIO R CO LLEG E
ROUTE
Niles went to North Idaho Colle·ge (NIC), following his Rainier Beach teammates Will Dorsey, J ordan King and Wilfred Middlebrooks.
"It was a different adjustment, because I'm used
to being at home," Niles says. "I'm five hours away
from Seattle, which isn't far, .but it's the first time
on my own."
During his freshman year at NIC, Niles played in
30 games, starting in 12 and playing 13 minutes per
game. He averaged 3.6 points per game and five rebounds per game. NIC had a 26-5 record, making
it to the Scenic West Athletic Conference (SWAC)

Championship, where they lost to Salt Lake Community College 74-69.
Before his sophomore season, Niles was once
again reunited with Ladd when CWU scrimmaged
NIC before their seasons started.
"Seeing him and h9w his game was then and developing since high school, it was amazing," Ladd
recalls. "I was pretty shocked. "
-Niles' next season was similar stats-wise. The
team h ad a 24-8 record, making it once again to
the SWAC championship game, losing to the College of Southern Idaho 96-79.

HEADING DOWN SOUTH
Niles then went to the University of Texas of the
Permian Basin. After he went down there ·he never
felt comfortable from the ·start.
"I just wasn't feeling it - the coaching system,
the people down there - I didn't feel like I would _
be _happy down there," Niles says. "So I didn't wan-

"I WAS NERVOUS BUT
I WAS HAPPY BECAUSE
I WAS FINALLY ON
THE COURT AGAIN."
-FUOUAN NILES
na waste a whole year playing down there."
Ladd made sure to keep in contact with Niles •
during his time in Texas.
"I just kept in touch with him, asking him how is
day was, how he was doing-in class, little things like
that," Ladd says. "Making sure he was okay and
straight on-and-off_the court."
After the semester ended, Niles moved back to
Seattle.
"I wasn't giviI).g up basketball after that," Niles
says. "It was just a minor setback. "

WORK, WORK, WORK, WORK,
WORK
Niles got a job cleaning airplanes and pushing
wheelchairs_for travelers not able to walk themselves at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.
During his time working at the airport, Niles got
out of basketball shape.
I got fat," Niles says. "I got to like 300 pounds
working at the airport. I used to work and go home
and that was it."
CWU Assistant CoachJaredJohnson had ties with
Niles through NIC. They began contacting Niles
once they found out he left West Texas.
"I've always liked Central in the first place, so I
felt it was a good option for me," Niles says.
Once he knew CWU wanted him, Niles began to
get in shape. It wasn't an easy task, though.

"Hard - R ella hard," Niles recalls. "The first time
I ever ran down the court I was just done, my chest
is hurting and all that. I was .like I don't know, this is
too much.-"
During warm summer nights, Niles would make
his way out to the Rainier Beach High School track
five days a week. H ere is where he began to regain his
stamina to play for the CyVU basketball team.

JOINING THE WILDCATS
Niles came in to CWU not fully in basketball shape,
but he had lost 20 pounds, moving him to 280.
CWU head coach Greg Sparling changed Niles'
role into one that he was not used to at first.
"In his old spots h_e was a pick-and-roll rebounding kind of guy, and we're asking him to score a little
bit more here," Sparling says. "H e's buying in to it. "
After an exhibition game, Niles played his first
regular-season basketball game against California
State, San Bernardino on Nov. 11. His first game
in 622 days.
"I was nervous but I was happy because I was
finally on the court again," Niles says. "I get to do
what I love to do."
Niles scored 18 points off the bench in an 89-84
win over California State University, San Bernardino.
. "He said he couldn't wait to get back onto the
court," Stepney recalls. "It was tough for him to sit
out that year."
During that same roadtrip, the CWU men's basketball team was leaving their team dinner at Applebee's in Seaside, California, when they realized
Niles was missing.
_
The team could see Niles talking with a group of
two families, 15 people total, inside the restaurant.
H e was answering all of their questions: How tall
are you? Where do you play?
"He went all the way down the line, 'Thank you,
Thank you, Thank you,"' CWU head coach Greg
Sparling recalls. "Everything he does he says thank
you."
Niles earned a starting spot during the Wildcats'
eighth game of the season against Alaska Anchorage.
Currently Niles averages 9.9 points per game,
8.3 rebounds per game and in 22.3 minutes per
game, the fourth-highest on the team.
"He hasn't scratched the surface on how good
he's going to be. H e's just getting better daily,"
Sparling says. "We're fortunate things worked out;
we got him for two years here."
Like Niles, Stepcyey was also an incoming transfer this season. Stepney, who transferred from Cochise College, says that Niles joining the Wildcats
influenced him to come, too, in order to reconnect.
Niles and Stepney are now roommates.
When Niles and Stepney are not at practice or
doing homework they are hanging out in their
apartment playing NBA 2K or watching television.
"He's a funny dude, we talk about anything
whenever," Stepney says.
Photos by Xander Fu
Layout by Taylor Morrell
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CWU heads to Oakland for series
By Simo Rul
ruls@cwu.edu I @SimoRul

The CWU baseball team
had a rough start to the season,
going 1-3 in a four-game series
against California State University East Bay:
Next up for the Wildcats is
another trip to California to
take on the Academy of Art in
Oakland. Last season CWU
took two out of three games
against the Urban Knights.
This is a big series for the
Wildcats, and it will benefit
them.
"I think to win the series
would be huge," head coach
Desi Storey said. "But we need
to make improvements - that's
probably more important than
anything, is continuing to make
improvements."
Going into this series, the
offense and pitching has to be
better than they were in the first
four games.
"Play to our ability, head
hunt, attack guys both defensively and on the offensive side
be aggressive, and don't take
any fastballs, and what not early
in the count," senior outfielder
Coner Plaisance said.
Senior pitcher and infielder Jake Levin will get the start
in the first game. A big thing
for the Wildcats will be to win
that first one then think about
the second and take it game by
game, Storey said.
As the season goes on, there
is always room for improvement
and the more game time there
is, the better it will be for them.
"We got really good hitters,
we just didn't hit the ball that

well this past weekend," Levin
said. " On the mound we got
some young guys who struggled
to find the zone a little bit and
maybe [tried] to do a little bit
too much. So as they get settled
in and get use to throwing the
ball, get use to relying on their
defense behind them, I think
we're going to be smooth sailing
once everybody kind of gets in
the rhythm."
There were some positive
performances: Plaisance hit two
home-runs and two RBIs, Levin
threw seven shutout innings;
getting the 1-0 win on opening
day, and James Smith III hit a
grand slam.
Still the Wildcats did not bat
the way they expected to.
"On [the] offensive side we
got to be more aggressive," Sto. rey said. "First time out seeing
live pitching, I thought we were
a little tentative, we weren't on
time, our timing was off."
The Wildcats only scored
eight runs in the opening four
games.
"We didn't look all that bad
this past weekend. Definitely
have the talent," Plaisance said.
"We just need to bring it all together and play as a team. Our
offense needs to pick it up a little bit, but I think we're looking
pretty good."
Plaisance had himself an
opening series hitting .462
through the first four garries.
"I just try to maintain confidence and stick with my approach," Plaisance said. "Go up
there and relax, and keep trying
to get on base,· and keep on trying to score runs for the team."
Levin has a chance to impact
both sides of the ball.

Upcoming Series
Feb. 25-26: Away at
Academy of Art
March 4-5: Home vs .
Saint Martin 's
March 10-11: Away at
Northwest Nazarene
March 18- 19: Away At
Western Oregon

"I realize the responsibility having game one on the
mound," Levin said. ''And then
after that game, I don't get to sit
and watch my teammates play,
I'm out there playing first base
the next three games."
There definitely are a lot
of nerves to it and there aren't
many breaks for Levin, but he
enjoys the challenge.
"I like the pressure in there,
but there is a lot of pressure,
you know pitching game one
and then being the four hold
the next few games," Levin said.
"I feel like if I do well, it gives
our whole team a chance to do
well."
' A big thing going forward is
to get hits often and keep batters
off base.
"We've got to get more consistent through the lineup, and
on the pitching side we got
to throw strikes," Storey said.
"That's when we got in trouble
last weekend - we were pitching behind or walking guys."
Storey also mentioned that
with it has been tough having to
practice indoors because of the
snow, but they have to find ways
to get through that.
"I think that's definite-

.

Xander Fu / The Observer

CWU freshman catcher Jesse Unger takes batting.practice during an indoor sessions.

ly tough to do, unfortunately
our field is covered in snow, so
we've been inside," Plaisance
said. "This last weekend kind of
helped us shake the rust off, kind
of get back into it and get the
feel for the game once again."
It is not the same to practice
indoors but play games outdo·ors.
"It's just different seeing the
ball, lighting is all different,"

Levin said. ''We were cooped
up in here and then first time
outside is in an actual game, so
you could tell the guys were a
little jumpy at the plate, swinging at some pitches maybe we
shouldn't o("
After the series against the
Academy of Art, the Wildcats
will come back home to open up
the season in Ellensburg against
Saint Martin's University.

Softball experiments with lineup
By Rachel Greve_
Rachel.Greve@cwu.edu I @Rachel_Greve

After nine games, the CWU
softball team i~ sitting 6-3 on the
season.·
The Wildcats, who have
been led by standout player Kailyn Campbell, are looking to
make this year better than last
and they are already breaking
records.
In their first tournament of
the season, the Wildcats broke
another school record under the
reign of head coach Mike Larabee, scoring 21 runs in a single
game against California State
University Dominguez Hills.
"At the time, we had no idea
we were setting a record, but
looking back, it's pretty amazing
to know what we are capable
of," senior infielder Taylor Ferleman said.
Ferleman was one of five
players to put two runs up on
the board.
Senior shortstop Kailyn
Campbell a:nd junior designated
hitter and first baseman Taelor
Griffin both put up three runs.
However, with three losses

already on the season, •the former nationally ranked team
has some work to do if it wants
to make it back to the regional
tournament this spring.
''We just played down to our
opponent's level, and we can't
do that," Campbell said.
The Wildcats were dropped
from its national ranking after
losing in not only Las Vegas
.
but St. George as well. There 1s
one national spotlight the team
is keeping its eye on and that is
the Division 2 Player of the Year
Watch List.
Campbell, one of the team's
strongest hitters, has been put
on that watch list, but Larabee
doesn't think that will affect her
or how she plays.
"One thing about her is she
understand5 that in order to get
any kind of award like that is it's
all about the team first," Larabee said. "She understands that
if the team doesn't do well she
won't get any awards like that."
With the loss of five seniors
last season, the team is still adjusting to the new leadership
roles that belong to Ferleman,
Campbell and senior Sammy
Morris.

.

Home Opener
When: March 1

Time: No on and 2 p. m.
Where: Frederick Field
With a very young infield
this year, the team is looking to
the experience of Campbell and
Ferleman to lead the team and
help younger players rise to the
best of their ability.
"I think that we have a big
influence in the infield with
[Campbell and Ferleman] and I
think they hold them to a higher
standard," junior utility player
Jacie McDaniels said.
Larabee says that he is very
confident with the current lineup changes, but that no lineup is
guaranteed.
"I feel like with the rotations
of catching and in the outfield,
it's still early and we don't have
a 100 percent line up," Larabee
said. "We _need to get stronger
defensively in a few positions,
always trying to figure out what
our strongest lineup is."
With the two week break between games, the team is work-

Courtesy of CWU Athletics

Taylor Ferleman (pictured) going after a pitch. She is one of the seniors leading CWU.

ing on the struggles faced in Las
Vegas and St. George.
"I think that once we get it all
pieced together we will do a lot
better than we an; doing now,"
junior outfielder Celine Fowler
said. "One game our defense is
on one weekend and the next

our offense is on, but once we
get them both . pieced together
we will be pretty unstoppable,"
Fowler said.
With the upcoming games at
home against Pacific Lutheran
University, the team is practicing indoors while waiting for the
weather to warm up.
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"Climbing" from page 1
Climbing Club has been
busy over winter quarter wit;h
competitions at Washington
State University, University of
Oregon and Oregon State University, making CWU's Ropeless
Rodeo the fourth competition in
four weeks, with more to follow
in coming weeks.
"I'm still sore from last Saturday," said Connelly.
CWU is a good location for
climbing competitions due to
Ellensburg's central location
between Idaho. and Western
Washington.
Considering climbers from
Western Washington would
have to drive close to five hours
to make it to a competition at
the University of Idaho, CWU
is expecting a large turnout for
its competition.
Although, CWU climbers
are on the rock wall multiple
days per week, they don't receive the home-field advantage
that you would expect. Competitors will not be allowed to" see or.
try the routes before the competition starts due to an unfair advantage of practicing the same
routes used for competition.
In order to set up competiXander Fu / The Observer
tion, there will be people from Dan Connelly (pictured) scales the wall during a practice. H e is one of the top point placers on the CWU Climbing club roster. The team is currently ranked third in the standings.
the CWU community and the for the climbing competition on the V scale: a scale that was chance to climb in a heat, which_
Northwest Collegiate Climbing that is on Saturday (Feb. 25),)' developed by John Vermon as will last in between two and
Ropeless Rodeo
Competitions(NC3), which is said Angus Brookes of the a scale of difficulty that ranges three hours, with a goal of compeople from schools all over the CWU Recreation Center. Each from VO to Vl 7.
·
pleting the most difficult routes.
state of Washington, as well as route in the competition con"There's a lot of people that Competitors will have multiple
Day: February 25
Oregon and
have been
. chances to
Idaho.
climbing for
climb a speWhere: CWU Climbing Wall
"We've
years. "They
cific route
been plan's a lot of people but will . re0 people showed up to the one usually set
ning for this
that have been climbing ce1ve more Time: 8 :30 a .m. to 7 p.m .
at University of Oregon last year and pretty tough
for about a
(routes). The
for years, they usually points for
month now,
there was double that this year. They easier routes
.
completing
and as far
starting at
set
pretty
tough
route
a route in
CWU Pre-registration: $30
didn 't have enough shirts for p~ IJ;lle.
as actual set
around V2.
one try.
There aren't
-Don Connelly, Competitor
At
the
up, we will
-Don Connelly, Competitor
CWU Day of registration: $35
be closing
~~
~
~~~
down the wall this Friday night tains a certain amount of point have VO if any and can go up - competition, prizes will be given
(Feb. l 7) and we'll be stripping value with the more difficult, wards of Vl0 or V l l ," Connel- to the winners as well as a raflimited to: First 140 people
the wall and setting new routes, advanced routes h aving. higher ly said.
fie for climbing gear, stickers or
cleaning things in preparation point values. Routes are ·rated
Competitors will be given the tank tops.

CWU Equestrian .rides on to. HillsbOro
The Hillsboro event hosts
top competitors from CWU,
Washington State UniversiThe CWU equestrian team ty, University of Washington,
is heading down to H illsboro, University of Oregon, Oregon
Oregon, to compete in the In- State University and Linn-Bentercollegiate Horse Show Asso~ ton Community College. They
ciation regional event. Regionals are sending their best riders
are at McKay Creek Equestrian · to compete for a spot in New
York. CWU is sending Gabrielle
Center in Hillsboro.
l'here are a lot of aspects in- Longmire, Lacey Goldsby and
volved in organizing a regional Miller to compete down in Orevent. It takes a huge group of egon.
"This year has been going
committed members, donated
horses, a big facility that is cov- really well for CWU. Lacey
Goldsby and myself will both
ered and food vendors.
"To give you an exa:mple, be attending regionals with the
for our show that we hosted, we guarantee that we will be comneeded to get 40 horses donat- peting at semi-finals in New
ed to us for the weekend," rider York," Longmire said. "Alyssa
and team coach Alyssa Miller Miller must go top-two in her
said. "We go around Ellensburg class at regionals to advance to
and surrounding areas and ask [the] semi-finals."
The semi-finals event in New
horse owners to donate their
horses to us for a weekend and York is one of the bigger weekallow several students to hop ends the riders get to experience.
on them and do a performance It is one of the final times they
class."
can qualify for the finals and one

By Clayton Huber

Clayton.Hube r@cwu.edu

of the few shows each year that
the riders look forward to.
"Hillsboro puts . on a great
show that is very important to
us because there is a limited
amount of shows that are offered in a year," rider Darby
Throndsen said: "So each show
is very important."
Competitions are made
more difficult because the horses are donated. Riders will be
riding a different horse in each
competition, making horse selection incredibly important,
"Instead the host school
must provide [primarily through
outside donation] enough horses for all competing members
from other schools," Longmire
said. "This evens the playing
field."
As the season approaches its
end, CWU students prepare for
the long haul · to Hillsboro to try
to s~nd their riders to New York
to compete for a spot in Nationals.

Courtesy of CWU Equestrian

The CWU Equestrian team competes during western style riding at a competition.
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The 'Cats arid Co ugs showdown
By Diamond Martin
diamondnecole @gmail.com

The CWU Lacrosse team is
looking forward to proving itself
as it faces the WSU Cougars, a
Dl team.
The Cougars may be looking down on the Wildcats for being a DII team but letting their
guard down would be a mistake.
Evan Schnitzus, head men's
Lacrosse coach, feels strongly
about the second competition
of the season since they just beat
Portland State and had a comp etitive game against last year's
D2 playoff champs.
"WSU is considered slightly
weaker than these two teams,
so I expect to come out strong,"
Schnitzus said.
Schnitzus has been playing
lacrosse now for five years. He
played lacrosse for four years at
CWU and came back to coach
and keep the team going.
"I am feeling good about this
season though," Schnitzus said.
"It's only the first two games
and not being able to play outside has really put' us in an interesting spot. We just started
getting all the kinks out and now
we are in fullJ orce ."
Schnitzus mentioned how
WSU isn't a strong DI team and
how it will be fun to show that a
DII team is just as competitive.
Jon Holden is a junior defen-

sive player on the men's lacrosse
team this season and wants to
do whatever he can to help the
team make it to playoffs.
He has been playing lacrosse
here at CWU for three years
now.
"I originally . came here
for hockey, but ended up trying our lacrosse and it was the
best decision I've ever made,"
Holden said. "I have made lifelong friends and experienced so
inany awesome things."
He mentioned how their
second game didn't end up how
they would have hoped b1:1t they
played hard, he said and have a
lot to work on and are ready for
the next challenge.
"I am a li_ttle beat up after
our second game, since I just
had a shoulder surgery, but I
am looking forward to bouncing
back on Saturday," Holden said .
The Wildcats are eager to go
against WSU since they're always a hard-fought competitive
team, which makes it a good
game. They have high hopes for
a win this weekend.
"I don't have many personal
goals, but as a team the goal for
that is to continue to improve
every day and eventually make
it to playoffs in April," Holden
said.
Schnitzus has the same goal
in mind but also added how he
wants to create a family feel for
the team this season.

Xander Fu/The Observer

CWU freshman midfielder .Riley O'Neil runs with the ball during one of their late night practices from all of the winter weather.

